The second dual of the vector-valued function space Co(S, A) is characterized in terms of generalized functions in the case where A* and A** have the Radon-Nikodym property. As an application we present a simple proof that Co(S, A) is Arens regular if and only if A is Arens regular in this case. A representation theorem of the measure fih is given, where fi e C^(S, A), h e Lao(\ii\, A") and \ih is defined by the Arens product.
Introduction
Let A be a Banach space and let S be a locally compact Hausdorff topological space, &(S) be the a-algebra of all the Borel sets of S. The space of continuous functions from 5 to A vanishing at infinity, endowed with the uniform norm, is denoted by C 0 (5, A). The second dual of C 0 (S, A) is considered in the case where S is compact and the dual A* has the Radon-Nikodym property in [3] , and for the case where 5 is locally compact and A is a Banach algebra with a positive cone satisfying certain conditions in [5] . When A = C, the complex numbers, the second dual of CQ(S, A) is characterized by means of generalized functions in [12] .
In Section 2, a characterization of Q*(5, A) by means of generalized functions is given, in the case where A* and A** have the Radon-Nikodym property.
Recall that both A* and A** have the Radon-Nikodym property if any one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) A is reflexive, (ii) A** is separable, (iii) A**/ A is separable (see [6, p. 219] , for example).
Let A be a Banach algebra and F, G be in Q*(5, A). Denote by FG and F.G the left and right Arens products of F and G in Q*(5, A) respectively. A Banach algebra is called Arens regular if the two Arens products coincide. It has been shown recently in [11] that if 5 is compact and A is Arens regular, then C(S, A) is Arens regular. Since the technique used in [11] is quite complicated and C 0 (S, A) is a very important Banach algebra, as an application of the results in Section 2, we present a simpler proof of the Arens regularity of C 0 (S, A) in Section 3, assuming of course A* and A** both have the Radon-Nikodym property.
Let 
C*(S, A) = MW(S, A*) = D(S, A*)
(see [2] and [5] , for example). Since \m\(S) = m(S) = \\T\\ is finite, we see that \m\ e M(S), the space of all bounded regular Borel measures on 5 [2, Theorem 2.8].
If/A e MW(S, A*)andh € L^Q/xl, A**), then h can be viewed as an element in CQ*(5, A) (see Lemma 3) and ixh defined by the right Arens product is an element in Q ( S , A). A representation theorem for /xh, when considered as a measure, is given in Section 4.
Throughout this paper we assume that A* and A** have the Radon-Nikodym property and we follow the standard notation of Arens product used in Duncan and Hosseinium [9] . The bilinear integration theory used in this paper is developed in Dinculeanu [8] . [3] The second dual of C 0 (5 
2]).
Thus TI = l s ® i ' .
Arens regularity of C 0 (S, A)
Although Lood/xl, A**) consists of equivalence classes of functions, the next lemma shows that we can view each element in Loo(\/i\, A**) as an element in Q* (5, A) .
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LEMMA 3. Every element f in Loo(|/x|, A**) can be considered as an element f in C**(S, A). lfF,Ge C**(S, A), then /x**(F) = (x**(G) if and only if F and G agree on Li(](i\, A*), where /x** is the second adjoint of /A, as a linear functional on Q*(5, A).

PROOF. Since
tx**(F)(a) = F(fi*(a)),
/**'(G)(a) = G(/x*(a)).
Now for every h e C 0 (S, A), fi*(a)(h) -a/x(h).
We conclude that /r*(a) <£ |/x|, and so 
T h u s 11** (F) = / x * * ( G ) . O n t h e o t h e r h a n d , s u p p o s e n o w t h a t /x**(F) = / x * * ( G ) . L e t f , g € GL(S, A**) such that
(h e C**(5, A)).
Then F x /x 6 CQ(5, A) in particular. Note that the above definition is independent of the extension of / M to CQ*(5, A). In fact, if F = F' and G = G' on L i ( N , A*), then FG = F'G and FG = Fg' also on L,(|/x|, A*) because G/x is in Li(\fi\, A*) and Gii = G'/x (since /x/ e Li(|/x|, A*) for / € C 0 (S, A)). Let F x G be the element in MW(S, A*) defined by
(ji e MW(5, A*)). THEOREM 
L*tf F , G e Q*(5, A). Then F x G = FG, where FG is the left Arensproduct in CQ*(S, A).
PROOF. For (x e MW(S, A*), (F x G)(/LI) = F{G x n) and F(Gfi). For any
= f
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On the other hand, T(f-g)(/j,) = /z**(/ M -g M ) by Remark 4(2). ThusTf®Tg =
T(f-g).
Since A is Arens regular and / • g take values in A**, (f • g)(x) = (fg)(x). We conclude that C 0 (S, A) is Arens regular if A is. The rest of the proof of the theorem is clear.
Representation theorems
It is easy to verify that if 
On the other hand, we see from Remark 4(2) that /x A (g) = f hgd/x = ix*\hg). Thus ix h = iih.
THEOREM 8. Forg,h e LooCM, A**),f gd(nh) = f h-gdfi, whereh-g(s) is defined by the right Arens product in A**, that is , h • g{s) = h(s).g(s)
for s e 5.
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